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Abstract 

 

Effective mass of suspension system of trampoline is an important factor in modeling 

and simulation of trampolinists. For finding effective mass of trampoline, it has been 

done an experimental analysis and results showed that effective mass of trampoline 

is increased with different heights and different masses.    
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1. Introduction  
 

    Trampoline surface has been designing to allow elastic deformation, which can 

increase performance.   A meaningful amount of mat mass maybe accelerated during 

impact and it will take a limit time for the force at the surface of the mat to be 

detected beneath the mat by a force plate. 

    Effective mass can be changed in impact activity. Pain et al (2005) showed 

that effective mass of the mat being accelerated related to force with ranging of 

481N to 930 N and this cannot be ignored as it accounts for up 12 % of the peak 

force(5).  Bahlsen (1978) in other research  explained  that effective mass which 

achieved by second law of Newton and using of acceleration and force 

measurements simultaneously  depends on the knee angle at touchdown and the 

frequency of the impact force peak and  is result of body weight(3). Neto (2007) 

presented that effective mass of Kungfu athletes was greater than non-athletes (4).  
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Derrick et al (2002) explained that lower extremity had a lower effective mass in 

during of running (1).  

    So the aim of this research in determination of effective mass of trampoline 

suspension system with using high speed video camera. The question which has risen 

from this research is whether effective mass of trampoline suspension system is 

changing by different heights and mass of medicine balls. And what are the effective 

mass values for each height and mass of medicine ball which dropped on trampoline. 

The important of this research is using the results of this research in simulation of 

skills of gymnastics which are implying with trampoline. When the simulation will 

imply for trampolinists, with simulation output, we can improve technical and skill 

among athletes in this sport. The important of this research is for finding of one of 

input data to simulation process.  

 

 

2. Methodology  
 

    The testing equipment consisted of a trampoline, medicine ball with 3kg, 5 kg, 8kg 

and 10kg, force plate, high- speed video cameras and Hercules electromagnet which 

used for keeping ball from different heights. The medicine ball with variety masses 

were dropped vertically onto the Centre of trampoline from various heights (1metre, 

2metres, 3meters and 4 meters).  

    A Kistler force plate has been used for scaling of medicine balls with various mass 

precisely. Hercules Electro Magnet Powered by just one 9V PP3 battery. When 

switched on, an iron plate locks itself solidly to the bottom of the electromagnet core. 

Turning off the switch released the balls, as required the magnet has used for 

maintaining balls from different heights. Hercules Magnet has two parts. The main 

part is connected to plug and the hook which string has been put on.  A Phantom 

(V5) high-speed cameras (Vision Research Inc.) was used to record the impact trials.  

The camera was set with a 500 ms post trigger so that 167 frames were recorded 

prior to the trigger.   Following data collection a total of three trials for each height 

and mass representing impact velocities throughout the test range were selected for 

further analysis. The trampoline for this study was based on an official F.I.G (2). 

    For data collection, a total 48 vertical trials, with three trials for each height and 

mass has done by a phantom high-speed video camera then it converted to AVI 

format to use of ‘AVI digitizing ‘software version 1.1.1. This software was designed 

by Loughborough University .The accuracy of AVI Digitizing is higher than 

phantom software. Two points on top and bottom of ball has been considerate then 

digitized by AVI Digitizing Software version 1.1.1 manually to determine impact 

velocity for each trial and maximum vertical displacement of the medicine ball in 

each frame. Calibration pole that constituted a rod and two golf balls that placed in 

93 centimeters from each other. The camera has been perpendicular to   the plane of 

medicine balls (Fig. 1).    By digitizing the length of the calibration pole a scaling 

factor for scaling in direction Y has been determined: 

Scaling factor = actual length (meter)/digitized length  

Y= scaling factor ×digitized coordinates   
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Fig1. Pole calibration 

 

    In following, with results of digitizing of calibration, it has been found that 

349.5939 digitized points in one meter. The low pass filtering has been exploited for 

reduction of noise. The frame rate of movie was 1000 per second and 10 Hz for low 

cut off frequency to attenuate the higher frequency noise. The raw data transferred to 

Excel software by external hard and converted to Excel format.  

    For analyzing of dropping, it was needed to use just Y coordinates of top and 

bottom of medicine ball so the X coordinates of top and bottom have been ignored. 

Then with averaging the Y coordinates of top and bottom of medicine ball the center 

of mass of medicine ball has been found in each frame. Displacement in during drop 

and take-off has been achieved dividing the average of Y coordinates to number of 

digitized points in one meter In this research, when a medicine ball is dropped onto a 

trampoline bed, immediately after impact the ball decelerated and the bed accelerated 

so that they moved together with the same speed. However, it took some time before 

the bed and springs moved to gather as a single unit since initially the center part of 

bed moved with the mass.  The bed and springs could be constituted as an effective 

mass that moved with the velocity of the bed that was in contact unit the mass. For a 

simple impact between two masses the exchange of momentum will occur in a short 

period time like 10ms. However for the trampoline bed and springs this time will be 

much larger for example 100ms. Nevertheless, the dropped mass lost energy 

according to conservation of linear momentum.    

         ����		�� ��	�
  (1) 
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were M is mass of dropped, �� was speed of dropped medicine ball, m was mass of 

bed, �
 was speed of bed and medicine ball after impact and �� was speed of 

medicine ball in take-off. The � was constant factor. 

The other factor could influence on during the impact was visco-elasticity of the bed. 

Visco-elasticity is the property of materials that exhibit both viscous and elastic 

characteristics when undergoing deformation. Viscous materials resist shear flow and 

strain linearly with time when a stress is applied. Elastic materials strain 

instantaneously when stretched and just as quickly returned to their original state 

once the stress is removed. Viscoelastic materials have elements of both of these 

properties and, as such, exhibit time dependent strain. And when the impact 

happened between the bed and medicine ball, the energy lost, that it was due to the 

viscosity of the bed, springs and dropped medicine ball (figure2) .So this energy loss 

was likely to be proportional to�

: 
 

 

�

  � ���
� ���



 

 (2) 

Moreover, in the take-off: 

 
1	
2 �� ��	�

	 � 1

2	 �� ��	��
	  ��

 

 (3) 

With substituting �

 in formula 3 it includes:  

 

1
2	�� ��	� ���

� ���


� 1
2	 �� ��	��
	  � � ���

� ��� 

 (4) 

Where the take-off velocity is �� 

 

 

 

   �                                                                                                                                    

��                                                                               �2                                                                         �3	 

 �    

  

 

Fig2. A picture of research method 
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 With using digitizing of data, which has been got by video camera, we could 

calculate �� and ��, indeed they are initial speed before impact and speed of 

medicine ball after two unknowns: variable mass ��		and constant factor for energy 

lost take-off and with �� and	��we could find �
 (figure3). In the equation above, 

there was ��	. at the first we considered that � was zero so we could find � .After 

finding � we could calculated � easily and with supposing that we used four heights 

and 4 masses with 3 trails for each mass and height.  

 

 

 
 

Fig.3. Digitizing of capture 

3. Results 

3.1. Velocity  

For finding velocity before impact and immediately after take-off the below formula 

has been used:                                   �  � �

��
 � ��                                     (5) 

 Therefore, we found velocity in impact ��and take-off �� then the velocity after 

impact �
could find with using the formula2, which was necessary for finding 

effective mass. The average of velocities before impact and immediately after take-

off indicated on table 1. 
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3.2. Effective mass  

 

To find the effective mass, the formula 2 was used, which was explained before. The 

effective mass was provided with the constant factor is considered as zero. Then the 

effective mass could find with substitution of formula (1) in formula (2). The table2 

showed effective mass of trampoline in different height. With using bivariate 

correlation Pearson, it has found that there was linear relationship between effective 

mass of trampoline suspension system and height (0.993 and p=0.007). It means with 

increasing height, the effective mass increased as well (figure 4). With bivariate 

correlation Pearson, it clarified a significant relation between medicine ball mass and 

effective mass of suspension system. Thus mass of medicine ball affected on effect 

of mass of trampoline suspension system (figure 5).  

Mass of medicine ball Height Velocity before impact velocity after take-off 

3 kg  

 

 

 

5kg 

 

1 

2 

3 

4 

                                -4.201 

                                -5.977 

                                -7.417 

                                -8.554 

 

 

3.107 

4.191 

5.147 

5.792 

 

 

 

 

 

8kg 

1 

2 

3 

4 

                                -4.187  

                                -5.966  

                                -7.447 

                                -8.646 

 

3.445 

4.722 

5.847 

6.680 

 

  

    

 

 

 

10kg 

  1 

  2 

  3 

  4 

 

  1 

  2 

  3 

  4 

                               -4.245 

                               -6.008 

                               -7.486 

                               -8.625 

 

                               -4.225 

                               -6.003 

                               -7.547 

                               -8.665 

3.731 

5.148 

6.381 

7.271 

 

3.812 

5.279 

6.645 

7.638   

 

Table1. Velocities before impact and after take- off  
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   Table 2. Effective mass in each height                   

 

 

Figure4. Relation between dropping height and effective mass 

 

The reason for increased effective mass with increased dropped mass and increased 

drop height might be related to the suspension system becoming more depressed and 

more mass involved.  Indeed the effective mass might keep rising until the dropped 

mass is around 70 kg and the drop height is 5 meters since atrampolinist of this mass 

would produce full depression of the bed. 
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Figure5. Relation between effective mass and medicine ball mass 

  

3.3. Constant factor (K) 

As mentioned in previous part, the effective mass was found in four different heights. 

For obtaining of constant factor ��	, it was necessary that the effective mass should 

be found in height 0, thus the trend line with polynomial with order 2 has been used 

for obtaining effective mass in height (figure6) .with linear formula; the effective 

mass in height 0 has found (0.974 kg).  With placing the value of effective mass in 

height 0 meter in formula 3, the value of constant has obtained in each trial. The 

table 3 indicated the � in different heights. Additional the k value increases linearly 

with drop height which is proportional to v squared.  Thus the energy lost is probably 

proportional to v to the 4th rather than v squared. 

 

 

 
       

 
table3. Value of K in different mass 
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effective mass

Mass (Kg)  k 

     3  

     5  

     8 

    10 

 0.314 

0.316 

0.321 

0.380 
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Fig6. Effective mass of suspension system in height 0 

 

4. Discussion  

    Effective mass is combination of trampoline bed and suspension system that can 

be significant aspect in biomechanics research. The previous researches were dealing 

with various topics in trampoline researches. These researches included in energy 

conversion, force exertion. In this kind of research, the researcher has not used the 

effective mass because it was not considerable in the research while in some ones 

like simulation and modeling, the researchers need to put some data as an input data.  

For resolving this problem, the current research has done.     The effective mass of 

trampoline suspension system with various masses and heights was small, so it can 

be useful answer because if the effective mass of trampoline suspension system was 

a big value, the trampoline could not move. Moreover, because of lack of trampoline 

movement, the ball or case study could not do take-off. In association with another 

variable ��	, in the impact there is some conversion of energy so it can be considered 

in researches. The main finding of the � is the value of � is not big.  If the � has been 

big as a result, the stiffness of the spring was big so the potential energy could not to 

convert to kinetic energy. Ultimately, the medicine ball or case study could not 

move.   

    The results of this research can be used for producing a model for trampoline 

system. Modeling is the one of method for investigation in port biomechanics. It 

included the mathematical models, which find from the anatomical characteristics 

and the simulation technique for prediction of skill performance. The effective mass  

y = -0,0348x2 + 0,2943x + 0,8605

R² = 0,9488
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of trampoline suspension system and constant factor of spring can made a model of 

trampoline as input data in simulation system. With using the trampoline model and 

gymnast model together, we can find the accurate model for trampolining movement. 
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